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1. About the project 
deX is a digital platform that enables electricity grids to support more renewables, 
handling the growing increase in rooftop solar, electric vehicles and other distributed 
energy resources (DER). As well as giving the industry a panoramic view of energy 
demand and supply from these DER, it also opens up new opportunities in managing 
energy marketplaces, trading energy services, protecting the network and more. 

ARENA is contributing $10 million over three years to accelerate the development of deX. 
This funding contributes to the total project value of $32 million to enable scaling up of the 
deX platform in Australia through select partnership projects with governments, networks 
and technology vendors over the remaining two years. 

 

2. Executive Summary 
The focus of the report outlines how GreenSync is progressing on the development of deX 
in terms of the software application suite, product / feature development, ability to scale 
the platform and partnerships underway within the remit of the project or alongside. 

In recent months our development has been significantly impacted by the Covid-19 
pandemic. However, we have still been able to make progress across all the key deX 
applications. In particular, enhancements have been made to deX Command (our 
retailer/aggregator application), the first deX Markets functionality was released and the 
security of the Developer Centre was upgraded.  

We also began our first government supported partnership project, with deX South 
Australia which commenced in March with an industry engagement and co-design 
phase. 
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3. deX Software Development 
deX Vision 

The deX Vision application and the deX for Networks product offering provides Distribution 
Network Service Providers (DNSPs) with the capability to manage the impacts of DER on 
their networks. This application’s feature set represents an essential, foundational 
capability for distribution businesses who wish to bridge the transition to a customer-
oriented Distribution System Operator (DSO) operating model.  

deX Vision works with existing network management systems to enable the management 
of both aggregated and unaggregated DER across the network at scale. In near real-time, 
both static and dynamic DER information showing the capability, telemetry and impact of 
DER can be viewed. Through different mechanisms that adjust DER behaviour, DER can 
provide services to the network such as energy exporting to ensure that the network is 
maintained within technical limits. 

Most recently, work on application features has been focussed on the development of an 
evaluation engine. The role of this evaluation engine is to evaluate sets of existing 
contracts with service providers and - subject to a set of constraints - determine an 
optimal dispatch strategy to achieve a certain objective. While the objective of the 
evaluation engine could be formulated in a number of ways, such as diversity, fairness, 
and simplicity, in this instance we have set it to find the combination of dispatches 
(contract calls) that meet the service requirement at the lowest cost. The evaluation 
engine has been designed and built to be extensible so that other criteria can be applied 
according to the needs of the network. 

The evaluation engine functionality supports and enhances the capability of deX for 
Networks by automating the process of contract calling (minimising human intervention) 
and providing confidence that the lowest cost solution is identified.  

This evaluation engine functionality is being developed and applied under the ARENA 
funded DER Integration and Automation project between Evoenergy, GreenSync and 
Schneider Electric. The project is researching and testing (via simulation) potential market 
platforms that will support Canberra’s rapidly changing energy market. Primarily using the 
DSO contracting capability of deX Markets and the dynamic limits functionality of deX 
Vision, this project explores the effect that DER such as solar photovoltaics (PV), battery 
installations and electric vehicles have on the electricity network, and explore how these 
resources can be utilised by customers to their full potential.  
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This collaboration will demonstrate how a Distributed Energy Resource Management 
System (DERMS) and deX can collectively unlock latent network hosting capacity from 
DER assets via the dynamic evaluation of technical limits in place of the current static 
(and often more conservative) limits. This will ultimately enable consumers to gain more 
value from their DER assets by facilitating the ability for them to export energy. The project 
will also demonstrate the capability to derive greater value from DER by enabling DNSPs to 
contract more frequent and larger services from virtual power plants (VPPs) to manage 
network constraints.  

Specifically, in this project the deX platform will enable Evoenergy to contract DER using 
virtual power plants (VPPs), and apply dynamic limits to those DER. The project is also 
focused on designing the integration between deX and Evoenergy’s Internet of Things 
(IoT) hub and facilitating IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) standard 
integration via Schneider Electric’s Advanced Distribution Management System (ADMS). 

 

Lessons Learnt 

In designing the evaluation engine, two different approaches were considered. Each 
option presented different benefits and challenges, and analysis was undertaken to 
provide visibility of these to allow a selection to be made.  
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Summary of options assessment 

Issue Forward option contract 
dispatch evaluation 

Day ahead bid evaluation 

Market 
liquidity 

Does not require high volumes of 
DER, as network options can be 
considered as an alternative, prior 
to contract formation. 

Requires high volume of DER to 
ensure that services can be 
procured competitively in the 
market. (5+ years away) 

Network risk Significantly reduced risk to the 
network as contracts formed in 
advance and non-compliance 
clauses can be used to protect the 
network. 

Increased risk to network as 
there is no guarantee that 
services will be available to be 
procured in operational 
timeframe. 

RIT-D Can align with RIT-D timing 
requirements and used as an 
alternative option. RIT-D precedent 
exists. 

Cannot be aligned with RIT-D 
process. No RIT-D precedent 
exists. 

Procurement 
cost 

May be a higher procurement cost, 
as availability payments must be 
made to service providers. 

In a highly liquid market, costs 
may be lower as no 
availability payments are 
required. 

Service 
provider 
outcomes 

Creates certainty for aggregators 
as revenue streams can be locked 
in, in advance 

Reduced confidence in 
revenue streams of network 
service provision. 

Service 
provider 
opportunities 

Provides the opportunity for 
aggregators to bid into markets in 
advance of having assets 
installed/commissioned. 

Requires all assets to be 
commissioned at the time that 
bid is made. 

Service 
provider 
complexity 

Aggregators provide bids over a 
defined evaluation period (weeks 
to months). No bidding required in 
operational timeframes. 

Aggregators must be 
available to view a tender for 
services and provide bids in 
operational time frames 
(hours). Increases complexity 
and resourcing for operators 
significantly. 
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Ultimately the forward option contract dispatch evaluation engine option was selected. 
The reasons for this are: 

1. It meets the requirements for the Evoenergy project. 
2. It will deliver more value for Evoenergy in the next 5 years, while the penetration of 

aggregated DER is still in its growth phase. 
3. It does not preclude the development and implementation of day-ahead market 

solutions that can be run concurrently with forward option contracts in the future. 
 

deX Markets 

deX Markets allows distribution market operators, both existing and those wanting to 
move into this space, to buy and sell energy services and operate flexibility service 
markets, in any jurisdiction. It supports system operators to limit spending on capital 
assets and reduces costs for consumers through greater capital efficiency. In essence, it 
provides more flexibility in the management of the network, including contracting with DER 
owners to turn up/down services in periods where DER operations would otherwise cause 
issues such as voltage spikes on low voltage lines and thermal overloading of substation 
transformers. 

In April 2020 the foundation set of deX Market features and workflow process maps to 
enable participants to register their DER, bid on tenders and create and manage flexibility 
contracts were delivered. The registration functionality enables DER device details to be 
recorded; consent to and make them visible and available for contracting services. 
Alongside registration, the tendering and contracting functionality enables service 
contracts to be published, viewed and managed by DER Market operators.  The next 
release planned for late 2020 includes the functionality to record dispatch information 
and perform settlement calculations in deX. 

The deX Markets functionality outlined above is being developed and applied with the UK 
Power Networks (UKPN) Advanced Network Management project. As part of this project - 
along with consortium partners Smarter Grid Solutions (SGS) and Nexant - GreenSync is 
providing UKPN with production quality Distribution System Operator (DSO) capability. In 
April 2020 the first deX functionality for this project was released into production. It 
included the ability for participants and their DER to register, bid on tenders and create 
and manage flexibility contracts. The next release is planned for late 2020 and will include 
the ability to upload telemetry data, record dispatch information and perform settlement 
calculations. 
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You can read more about this project at the following link: 
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/uk-power-networks-platform-for-
flexibility-services-could-be-groundbreaking 

 

Lessons Learnt 
To deliver the basic end-to-end functionality for the first release of deX Markets we 
focused on the early parts of the overall process flow during the design, implementation, 
and testing phases. By doing this we were able to quickly deliver software to the client and 
in parallel identify and mitigate potential risks before they were realised. 

 

deX Command 

The deX Command application enables retailers, aggregators and energy services 
companies (ESCos) to leverage deX integrations to facilitate increased DER fleet visibility 
and management capabilities as well as the ability to contract and dispatch DER. 
Additionally, and unique to deX Command, is the ability to respond to Distribution System 
Operator (DSO) contracts, which enables access to dynamic network support 
opportunities such as real power dispatch to defer network augmentation. The first version 
of deX Command was released in December 2019. 

During the first six months of 2020 deX Command development has been focussed on 
enhancing the functionality that was delivered in the first release of the application. In 
particular the data extraction feature was upgraded to accommodate additional data 
fields and enable data to be extracted (and consequently analysed) at a quicker rate. 
These improvements provided advanced reporting and analysis capabilities, useful to a 
range of reporting obligations.  

Work has recently commenced on enabling Frequency Control Ancillary Services (FCAS) 
to be managed via deX Command. This functionality aims to take advantage of 
continuous trading opportunities within the market and thus generate higher value for our 
clients and DER owners. The first release of this functionality is expected to be in 
production in September 2020 as part of the ARENA funded VPPx project that GreenSync is 
working on with partners Simply Energy, South Australian Power Networks (SAPN) and 
Tesla . This release will deliver the core functionality to enable Simply Energy’s VPP fleet to 
be registered and participate in the FCAS market. In preparation for the logical next stage 
of the project, this phase will also include demonstrating a pathway to meeting the intent 

https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/uk-power-networks-platform-for-flexibility-services-could-be-groundbreaking
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/uk-power-networks-platform-for-flexibility-services-could-be-groundbreaking
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/uk-power-networks-platform-for-flexibility-services-could-be-groundbreaking
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of the AEMO VPP trial API requirements, and identifying the proposed functionality to 
enable reactive power dispatch capabilities for the fleet. 

 

Lessons Learnt 
The features that were prioritised for inclusion in the December 2019 and upcoming 
September release of deX Command were decided on via consulting with clients and 
potential users. In parallel, we conducted an internal assessment of the functionality that 
would deliver the greatest practical and demonstrable benefit to our customers.  

While there are many interesting opportunities for deX, they are not necessarily the most 
pressing or value generating functions for our clients today. The reality is that the state of 
the market for DER orchestration is nascent. As we have designed and iterated on deX 
Command, we have refined and focused on the functionality that best addresses current 
issues and the needs of users. Our approach and engagement led us to conclude that 
advanced data extraction and FCAS functionality are the key current priorities for users 
and development has proceeded accordingly. Future enhancements will be made as and 
when appropriate, in line with user demand and needs. 

 

deX Connect  

deX Connect establishes an open access digital protocol (and associated physical 
standards) allowing all DER technologies to participate, create standard contractible 
services and ensure cybersecurity.  

To date, deX Connect has successfully certified seven technology vendors and deX 
partnerships have reached 114 organisations. We completed an integration with Sungrow 
in April 2020 and have another currently underway with Solar Analytics. These integrations 
enable devices with customer consents in place to be registered in deX, and in doing so 
unlock access to value  for  the device owners as well as support to the retailers, 
aggregators, market operators or networks who contract their services. Specifically, 
registered devices are made visible via deX Connect, in other deX applications. They can 
then be contracted, via an aggregator or retailer for grid services, unlocking new value 
streams for device owners such as energy generation during peak demand, managing 
frequency or grid voltage, or reducing network constraints. 
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Developer Centre  
The deX Developer Centre (https://docs.dex.energy) is a self-service support hub that 
helps provide DER vendors with the best possible developer experience for deX application 
programming interfaces (APIs). In March 2020 we made an important update to the way 
our partners log into the developer centre and are verified to make it more secure and 
easier to use. 

Our enhanced approach uses email-based password-less authentication to confirm a 
user’s identity and grant access to the deX Developer Centre. This provides a level of 
security equivalent to traditional password-based mechanisms, but without the hassle of 
remembering passwords. Instead, users receive a one-time verification code or link to 
their email address or mobile phone, and use this to log in. This enhancement improves 
security while also making the Developer Centre easier for our partners to use. 

 

Lessons Learnt 
Previously, each internal system had to implement its own way to handle authentication 
(determining securely who a user is) and authorization (determining securely what a user 
can do). This led to inconsistency from a user standpoint and led to other issues from a 
system perspective.  

To address the issues, we first trialled a number of ‘off the shelf’ options but decided these 
were not fit for our purposes. Consequently, we decided to write our own lightweight 
system that implemented a small subset of functionality provided by the vendor, but 
which did it very well and leveraged our existing testing and delivery capabilities. This new 
system has been in operation since February 2020. 

  

https://ix.t.hubspotemail.net/e2t/c/*W9l33ZZ1wKPwtW8vrly362MJPj0/*VBt_534d7xpcW6h-kYL31TYXM0/5/f18dQhb0SbTK8XJ8K-W2NRwFz50RnyCVpT2953DqJN9W1FSlVp56qZCNVcnTGj97C3fhN7cFtLQPnxm7W69_rl5999f65W6PVKcr6N3nBLW8xGZKX69BJ5dVcSXyw1mv_S3W5gNRkC3SQgn2W3_CV3g3V_TcnVxZ29q41TlcRW3Tw-3W68KwdgW4Dl4vz3sxGzCW7Gqsp794q7cqW6VKJl21hC_8gW5lpCVq7W3MZYW88wnPw8DXkxdVzwX9f7B14N6N7bcY3tJjmSvW8NQvtT33l3rHW6zdQSM7t_pfyW8MZT7Y1c5VqvW8F8sXX57_pD1W4QmkWM694BgCW1Lv_bh5nXSkpW3nF0mv5gtlgWW4PD4Q_55z8l-V7jd2Z7KS-XnW5JZWY-3rpXYPW7gTM4R5g85YZW403yQM3LcfYMW7dr9qW72YqDyW8ppfsX5B41rKW5G97vY5G48rTW8sW8WH8rZ4-KW1nR4vw8rTsg-W7mt3V-4zmQZ3W62nTwf7nylzgW707Thl1-msJ5W84jY3p91K38jW7TT9723wPByYW3wqslC5GJLBf111
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4. Industry Engagement 
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, opportunities to engage with industry this year have been 
significantly reduced. The interactions that have been possible have mostly been via 
videoconference as well as the occasional webinar. 

deX South Australia Codesign Findings 

The largest industry engagement exercise that GreenSync has been able to undertake 
was as part of Stage 1 of the deX South Australia Project. The deX South Australia Project is 
supported by the South Australian Government through the Demand Management Trials 
Program and is also a key project for GreenSync under the ARENA deX Program. The 
Project will establish a digital exchange to register DER like solar PV/batteries and facilitate 
service contracting between owners, retailers (or aggregators) and networks. 

Central to the Project is a new portal for digital asset registration and a DER services 
exchange. These two elements are key to enabling customers, or their agents, to access a 
range of offers from aggregators and retailers and to derive more value from their DER 
asset – be that a battery system, solar, EV charger or other smart device. The registration 
of DER assets via the new portal will also enable the network to have greater visibility of 
customer-owned assets. 

The industry engagement took place over March and April 2020 and was focussed on 
consulting with a wide cross section of the industry to identify the key industry 
opportunities and implications that would inform the project. 

To prepare for the engagement, GreenSync first identified key stakeholders for the project 
across electricity retailers, aggregators, technology installers/resellers, technology 
vendors, consumer advocacy bodies, industry advocacy bodies, government and the 
local distribution company - SA Power Networks, and the Market Operator.  A series of 
one-on-one consultations (via video conference) were held with 14 organisations. A 
webinar with technology vendors followed, and a subsequent survey was used to 
augment the qualitative engagement sessions. 

Through discussions with stakeholders several key themes arose in relation to the 
opportunities and challenges that are currently facing the sector. 

All stakeholders agreed that customers are faced with inconsistencies and hurdles in the 
context of purchasing a battery or solar PV product. Customers are often required to 
interact with the product seller, product technology vendor, electricity retailer, metering 
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provider, installer and potentially the network company as well during the purchasing and 
installation process. 

Most stakeholders felt that creating better, clearer and more accessible information about 
smart technologies’ role in the energy system and what “virtual power plants” mean for 
asset owners and others was needed. 

Stakeholders generally agreed that registering DER in a platform that can enable DER 
owners to more easily/smoothly participate in service provision to ‘markets’, via 
aggregators and/or VPP operators was welcomed in and of itself. AEMO and SAPN and 
aggregator led markets are definitely of interest to all stakeholders. 

The findings of this consultation phase will be released by GreenSync in the coming 
months. 

 

DER Visibility & Monitoring Best Practice Guide 

Initially promoted by Solar Analytics as a solution for solar PV monitoring, the Guide has 
widened its remit and been progressively developed through 2019 with strong involvement 
from GreenSync. The Guide was published in May 2020 as a resource for the benefit of DER 
consumers, all electricity consumers, energy regulators, and energy industry participants, 
by providing access to standardised data and information about newly installed DER. 

The Guide has two key objectives: 

1. To establish a common static and dynamic (near) real time data set collected for new 
DER installed behind the meter on the low voltage electricity network. 

2. To increase confidence in the quality and performance of DER through the provision of 
this real time system performance data to DER owners and authorised industry entities. 

With clear risks to technology vendors from ‘leaving it up to others’ to tell us what data is 
required, a number of leading companies saw this as an opportunity to lead, rather than 
be led. GreenSync worked closely with Solar Analytics to drive engagement, interest and 
input from Edge Electrons, Enphase, Fronius, Redback, SMA, Sonnen, SwitchDin, Tesla, and 
Wattwatchers. Over approximately four months, we collaboratively developed: 

• A Best Practice Guide framework for the initiative 
• A consistent, agreed, data set for static and dynamic elements 
• A light-touch endorsement framework for the initiative and product conformance. 

The Guide is now available at www.DERmonitoring.guide 

http://www.dermonitoring.guide/

